The usual methodology employed in analysis after a sequential clinical trial is based on orderings of the possible samples resulting from the design. However, this approach lacks flexibility for use in wider applications. In this paper two estimation techniques not based on orderings are considered and modified to obtain improved accuracy. A bias-adjusted maximum likelihood estimate together with a new and general method for setting confidence limits are discussed. The realistic scenario of group sequential monitoring is assumed and methods for exact estimation are given. Accuracy of the methodology after a triangular test and an O'Brien & Fleming test are demonstrated through simulation.
INTRODUCTION
In a trial to investigate the efficacy of an experimental treatment relative to a control, the true treatment effect can be denoted by 6. Suppose the trial follows a sequential design. One method of producing a valid frequentist analysis at the end of this trial involves forming an ordering on all final data sets which could arise from the design chosen. Fairbanks & Madsen (1982) and Tsiatis, Rosner & Mehta (1984) describe such an approach. The ordering is in terms of the degree to which each potential data set would indicate superiority of the experimental treatment, and from the associated P-value function we can derive significance levels, point estimates and confidence intervals. Unfortunately, the ordering approach has the disadvantage that it does not result in an estimator for 6 with a simple sampling distribution. Thus, it is difficult to remove the bias of point estimates, to combine trial results with those of other trials, and to deduce estimates and confidence intervals for functions of parameters.
Currently, few techniques in estimation after a sequential trial are not based on the use of orderings. In this paper two such methods are identified and modified in order to improve their accuracy. These are a method for calculating a bias-adjusted maximum likelihood estimate (Whitehead, 1986 ) and a new and general method for setting confidence limits (Woodroofe, 1992) . The latter was developed for a nonstandard sequential test, assuming inspection after every observation and making use of approximate theory. Consequently, it is of limited application in its original form. In this paper, we modify the method by replacing the approximate theory with exact computations. Furthermore, we evaluate it for more realistic sequential designs and allow for group sequential monitoring. To present a complete analysis, bias-adjusted maximum likelihood estimates are evaluated to a greater degree of accuracy than in Whitehead (1986) . For the more precise computations, it becomes necessary to make an assumption about the post-stopping schedule of inspections. We investigate the practical impact of such an assumption on both techniques. Finally, possible extensions of the methodology to other estimation problems in sequential testing are discussed.
To conduct a sequential experiment requires a choice of patient response and of a corresponding test statistic, a choice of stopping rule, and a framework for the analysis. This paper concerns methodology relating to the framework for the analysis alone. It can be used with different preferred test statistics and stopping rules. We study the case of a single stream of normally distributed random variables with mean 9 and unit variance. The methodology can be generalised to other response types. In other contexts, simulation studies have shown this type of generalisation to be accurate in moderate to large trials: for example Whitehead & Stratton (1983) , for comparative normal observations; Facey (1992) , for binary observations; M. R. Sooriyarachchi and J. Whitehead, in an as yet unpublished report, for survival responses. Two contrasting stopping rules are considered. The first is a triangular test (Whitehead, 1992, p. 80 ). Woodroofe expressed concern as to the application of his method to tests with 'corners'. The triangular test was chosen because it has a distinct corner, in order to challenge the method. Furthermore, it is becoming more widely implemented in practical sequential trials. The second rule is the O'Brien & Fleming test (O'Brien & Fleming, 1979) . It was chosen for its familiarity and widespread use.
THE SEQUENTIAL BACKGROUND
We will consider a clinical trial to evaluate the efficacy of an experimental treatment relative to some control treatment, either the standard or a placebo. Under the sequential design repeated inspections of the accumulating data are then conducted considering a single endpoint measuring efficacy. The parameter 9 denotes the true advantage of the experimental treatment over the control in terms of the specified endpoint, and the vector X denotes the data available at various times during the trial. Two sample statistics can be calculated which are important when investigating 9. The summary statistic Z = Z(X) is the efficient score for 9, a cumulative measure of the advantage of the experimental treatment over the control. The second statistic V= V(X) is Fisher's information, a measure of the amount of information about 9 contained in Z. When 9 is small and samples are large, Z ~ N(0V, V) (Whitehead, 1992, p. 40) . At the ith inspection of the trial, current values Z, and V t of these test statistics are evaluated, and the test terminated if the point (Z,, V t ) crosses some predefined stopping boundaries for the design, i = 1,2,
The results of this paper concern a triangular test, the continuation region for which has two convergent straight line boundaries and hence gives rise to a prominent 'corner', and an O'Brien & Fleming test. It is assumed throughout that Z and V are monitored at discrete time intervals. Two methods are applied to adjust the designs to ensure that correct error rates are achieved with the group sequential monitoring. For the triangular test, the Christmas tree correction (Whitehead, 1992, p. 77 ) is used; for the O'Brien & Fleming test we follow the spending function approach (Lan & DeMets, 1983) .
THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE TERMINAL VALUES OF Z AND V
Let Z T and V T denote the values of the test statistics at the termination of a sequential trial, and let h{Z T , V T ) represent some function of them. In the remainder of this paper, we will be concerned with expressions of the form E e {h(Z T , V T )}, that is, expectations of functions of the terminal values of the test statistics.
When the discrete nature of sequential monitoring is taken into account, the conditional distribution of (Z T , V T ) given an inspection schedule which results in cumulative information V u V 2 ,... at inspections 1, 2,... can be used to evaluate E e {h(Z T , V T )}. In order to evaluate expectations conditionally on V lt V 2 , • • •, the complete inspection schedule has to be known, including the values of V corresponding to inspections which would have taken place had the trial not been stopped. In any real trial this potential and unrealised inspection schedule will not be precisely known, even though it is sensible in practice to have a plan for the timings of inspections. For the O'Brien & Fleming test the inspection schedule was determined in advance of the trial in order to derive the critical values for the test. Equally spaced inspections were chosen. The future inspection schedule assumed in simulations is that specified by the design. For the triangular test, we consider two contrasting assumptions about the post-stopping inspection schedule. One is that the future sequence would be spaced equally in terms of accumulating information with increments equal to those observed so far. The other assumption is that there is only one further inspection, delayed until the latest time consistent with the power requirement of the trial. These two assumptions will be referred to as 'equal inspections' and 'one last inspection' respectively. For the situations studied here we find the choice between them to be of little practical importance. However, philosophically, the need to make any assumption at all remains disconcerting.
Methods for evaluation of E g {h(Z T , V T )}, where h is any function of the terminal values of Z and V, involve an extension of the work of Armitage, McPherson & Rowe (1969) . At the ith inspection the stopping limits for the test are / ( = l t {V u ..., V ( ) and u, = u t {V x ,..., V,): we stop the trial if Z ( £ (/ ( , u,) and otherwise continue to the next inspection. We stop at the nth inspection if not before. Let l n = u n for completeness, and put (<•=('<»"() and C<' =(-°o, /,)u(u,, +00), for i=l,...,n.
Furthermore, let /,•= V t -V;_ x and <f(x) = (2TT)~* exp(-x72). Then
where
In particular, the following simplified forms are useful:
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where with O denoting the standard normal distribution function; and
All computations of expectations E g {h(Z T , V T )} reported in this paper were performed using FORTRAN programs written by the authors and available on request. Earlier computations, guidance and verification were from a program described by Jennison (1993) .
ESTIMATION METHODS FOR ANALYSIS
Maximum likelihood estimates are not affected by stopping rules, so the maximum likelihood estimate 6 of 8 can be found after a sequential trial by conventional methods. However, the distribution of 8 is affected by the stopping rule, and in particular 8 may be biased, even in large samples. The bias, E(9) -9, of 8 will be denoted by b(8), and its derivative with respect to 9 by b e (8). Whitehead (1986) suggested the use of a bias-adjusted maximum likelihood estimate, (J. This is found by iterative solution of the equation (4-1) A suitable iterative scheme is the Newton-Raphson procedure given by
The starting value d 0 = § can be used. In order to find 8 evaluation of b{8) = E e {Z T /V T } -6 and b e (8) = E 8 {(ZT/V T ) -8Z T } -1 is required. Both expressions involve expectations of functions of Z r and V T , and so they can be evaluated using the methods described in this paper. However, as 8 may not be normally distributed, even in large samples, the interval 9 ± l-96{var(9)}* does not always form an accurate 95% confidence interval. A complete analysis after a sequential test can be obtained by combining the preceding method for point estimation with the following for confidence intervals. Woodroofe (1992) suggests the following method for obtaining confidence intervals. From the terminal values Z r and V T , we can calculate Z' T {8) = (Z T -9V T )IV\. If sample sizes were fixed, the distribution of this quantity would be approximately standard normal, with mean zero and variance one. However, due to the stopping rule this is not the case. Woodroofe proposes a method for modifying the statistic Z' T {8), to produce one which more nearly follows the standard normal distribution, and then employs this to give an improved confidence interval. The method suggested is a second standardisation:
where n(9) = E g {Z' T (G)}, the mean of Z' T (8) An approximate 95% confidence interval is of the form, Woodroofe initially developed and evaluated this method for a truncated sequential probability ratio test, where truncation was carried out in a nonstandard way in order to smooth the boundary. He considered the rationale for the method to be clearer for tests with smooth boundaries than for those with corners, doubting the accuracy in cases having discontinuous derivatives. In addition, he assumed that inspection of the data is after every observation, and derived approximations to n(8) and a 2^) based upon approximate theory. In this paper we will use Woodroofe's expression (4-3) for the confidence interval, but with a different and more accurate method for estimating n(8) and (^{8 
{V\). (4-4)

Similarly -E, (^j -20E,(Z r ) + e'E,(V T ) -/(fl). (4-5)
For 0 itself the estimate 0 = Z T /V T is used, yielding estimates (i = n(8) and 6 = ff($). Methods for evaluating expressions of the form E a {h(Z T , V T )} are given above.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations presented here investigate the effect of group sequential monitoring on estimates and confidence intervals for the parameter 0, both after a triangular test and after an O'Brien & Fleming test
A triangular test was simulated with boundaries set to achieve probabilities of crossing the upper boundary equal to O05 and 0-95, if 6 = 0 and 8 = 04, respectively. The equations of the lower and upper boundaries are Z= -11-3 + 0-3V and Z = 11-3 + O1V respectively. These can be obtained using the computer package PEST3 (Brunier & Whitehead, 1993) . Inspections were conducted after groups of / patients, with / = 1, 10, 30 and 50. The Christmas tree correction (Whitehead, 1992) for discrete monitoring was used. The expected final sample sizes when / = 10 for this test, when 9 = 0-0, 0-2 and 0-4, are 39, 49 and 36 respectively; for / = 30 the equivalent numbers are 44, 56, 44 respectively.
Simulations used observations of a single normally distributed random variable with mean 8 and unit variance. This gives Z as the sample sum and V as the number of observations analysed. Three values of 8 were chosen, 0 = 0-0, 0 = 0-2 and 0 = 0-4. All simulations were replicated 10 000 times. Table 1 presents the means and standard deviations of four estimators of 0 after the triangular test. The first is 0 = Z T /V T , the unadjusted maximum likelihood estimate of 0. The next two are bias-adjusted estimates based on expression (41). Allowance for discrete inspection is made in the calculation of S dl and 0~i 2 , respectively imposing equal inspections or one last inspection. The results illustrate the magnitude of the bias of 0, which is greatest when inspections are frequent. There is no bias at 0 = 0-2. In general the bias-adjusted forms of estimation result in smaller biases and standard deviations. Allowance for discrete monitoring is clearly worthwhile, with the form of inspection schedule imposed mattering little.
The midpoint of Woodroofe's confidence interval is 0' = 0 -(fi/V\). As an estimator of 0, 0' is biased. The bias of 0' is approximately half of that of 0, as remarked by Seigmund (1978) . The last column of Table 1 demonstrates the approximate validity of this relationship when 7 = 1 and / = 10. The deviations of the listed simulation estimates of E{8') from the true 0 values can be compared with the bias of § apparent from the first column. Table 2 presents confidence intervals, again for the triangular test, based upon Woodroofe's method of calculation given in expression (4-3). The quantities ft. and & are evaluated using expressions (4-4) and (4-5). The table shows the proportion of intervals which include the true treatment effect 0 for various values of 0. Also shown is the probability that the lower and upper confidence limits exceed 0. Allowance for discrete monitoring is again made, imposing either equal inspections or one last inspection after the trial has terminated. In general, the results obtained are accurate. With the exception of the three situations marked by * the coverage probabilities are within three standard errors of the target value of 0-95. For 10 000 replicates the standard error of the estimated coverage probability is 0-002. Comparing the two sets of results for discrete monitoring, it can be seen that the assumed post-stopping schedule has little effect on the final coverage probabilities and the individual confidence limits achieved.
Woodroofe claimed that the pivotal quantity Z%{8) = {Z' T {8) -/i(0)}/cr(0) from expression (4-2) (0157) O200 (0187) 0434 (0158) -O010 (0132) 0199 (0145) 0409 (0131) Equal inspections Mean (SD) -O018 (0197) O200 (0198) 0411 (0198) -0012 (0186) O200 (0186) 0414 (0189) -0012(0154) O200 (0165) 0411 (0155) -OO05 (0133) 0199 (0139) 0404 (0132) One last inspection
Mean (SD)
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-0034 (O210) 0200(0211) 0434 (0214) -0023 (0196) O200 (0194) 0425 (O200) 0000 (0150) O200 (0155) 0398 (O150) 0023 (0129) 0199 (0115) 0376 (0129) Simulations are from a normal distribution with mean 6 and unit variance, / is the group size. $, 'naive' maximum likelihood estimate. S tl and S^, bias-adjusted estimates based on numerical calculation assuming discrete monitoring. 8', Woodroofe's bias-adjusted estimate of 8. * These values lie more than three standard errors from the target value of 095; for 10 000 replicates, the standard error of the estimated coverage probability isO002.
has approximately a normal distribution with mean zero and unit variance. For the triangular test, histograms based on simulation are presented in Fig. 1 for 6 = 0-0, 02 and 04. It can be seen that, under each true value of 6, the distribution of Z^ (0) is not normaL It is most strikingly nonnormal under 6 = 0-2, while, for 0 = 00 and 04, normality breaks down in the tails of the distribution. The 'gaps' in the distribution of 2%(6) were found to be associated with sample paths approaching the 'corner' of the triangular test. However, because the probability of reaching the corner of the boundary is low, it does not play a sufficient part to influence the calculation of the overall confidence interval. The conclusions drawn above suggest that confidence intervals become progressively less accurate as the required coverage probability is reduced below 095. This is because the more central parts of the distributions shown in Fig. 1 would feature in the pivoting process. Confidence intervals with 0-90 coverage have also been evaluated and the method still gives good results. Confidence intervals with smaller coverage are rarely calculated in practice.
Consider now the O'Brien & Fleming test. A design was chosen which allows a maximum of five equally spaced analyses specifying a two-sided type I error rate O05 and a power 09 of detecting a treatment difference of 6 = 04. Following the methods of Pampallona & Tsiatis (1994) , the computer package EaSt (Cytel Software, 1992) was used to obtain the critical values of Z for this procedure. Considering five inspections after approximately equal integer numbers of observations, 14, 28,41, 55 and 68 , the values are ± 16-56, ± 1705, ± 17-02, ± 16-87 and ± 16-79 respectively. Obtaining a value of Z outside these values at any stage of the trial leads to early stopping. Simulations again used observations of a single stream of normally distributed random variables with mean 6 and unit variance. Three values of 6 were considered, 9 = O0, 02 and 04 and all simulations were replicated 10 000 times. Table 3 presents a summary of the results obtained using the methods outlined in this paper applied to the O'Brien & Fleming test. The left-hand side gives the means and standard deviations of the unadjusted maximum likelihood estimate § and the bias-adjusted maximum likelihood estimate S. It can be seen that, as for the triangular test, 8, based on (41), is a clear improvement For 10 000 replicates the standard error of the estimated coverage probability is 0-002.
over 0 for this test. The three right-hand columns of We have studied methods of point and interval estimation after a sequential clinical trial. Although our simulations are based on the triangular test and the O'Brien & Fleming test, the method can in principle be applied to any sequential procedure. The authors have carried out some further investigations into using the methods with a restricted procedure and have found comparable accuracy.
The methodology is not explicitly based on orderings of the possible trial outcomes. The ordering approach described by Fairbanks & Madsen (1982) and Tsiatis et al. (1984) has been evaluated in the context of the triangular test by Facey & Whitehead (1990) . A direct comparison can be made between the simulations reported in that paper and those presented here. In Facey & Whitehead (1990, Table 1, and Correction, 1991) overall coverage probabilities are satisfactorily close to the target of 095, but the individual confidence limits are determined less accurately. The method presented in this paper achieves both satisfactory coverage probabilities and accurate individual confidence limits.
A choice of presentations is now available. After a sequential trial one could present a median unbiased estimate of 9, together with a confidence interval based on the orderings approach. Alternatively, a bias-adjusted maximum likelihood estimate could be presented with Woodroofe's form of confidence interval as described here. The former has the philosophical advantage of not depending on speculation about the post-stopping schedule of inspections. The latter is slightly more accurate for the situations investigated, and the point estimate achieves conventional rather than median unbiasedness. Either of these methods should be satisfactory. Our intention here has been to establish a methodology that is more capable of generalisation than the ordering approach. It can be used for the estimation of absolute success probabilities p E and p c after a sequential comparison of an experimental and a control treatment in respect of binary responses. The Woodroofe approach leads to accurate confidence intervals for p E and p c , which we intend to report in a later paper. The ordering approach cannot be used to establish such confidence intervals at all. More generally still, Woodroofe's method might be used to allow for a wide variety of datadependent changes of trial design implemented as a result of interim analyses.
